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Two sides of DeweyTwo sides of Dewey

Organization side

- Dewey number as pivot

- Focus on classifier

- Richness of internal notes, 
instructions, documentation

- Definition, scope

- Number building

- DDC as endpoint

- Number



Two sides of DeweyTwo sides of Dewey

Discovery side

- Caption+ as pivot

- Focus on user

- Serendipity

- Congeniality

- Links

- Multiplicity

- Dewey as starting point

- Access to categorized 
content

- Access to “Linked Data”



Multilingual, yet interoperableMultilingual, yet interoperable

Language-neutral

794.8

794.8

794.8

794.8

Language-dependent

Computer games

Computerspiele

Jeux sur ordinateur

Juegos por computador

<794.8>

Pulling language representations together 
makes both sides of the coin work harder



DNB and Dewey TranslationDNB and Dewey Translation

- First translation partner to built workflow entirely around 
XML version of Dewey database

- MelvilClass

- MelvilSearch

- Print edition

- Translation partners now have to return Dewey data in 
OCLC’s original format

- Accessibility of translations in common format



Melvil Class Research ProjectMelvil Class Research Project

Project Goals

- MelvilClass as common interface to DDC in any language

- Integrated display of German and English classes

- Switching language version when available

- Common search index, multilingual result list

- Localization of user interface

- Make pilot available to German subscribers of MelvilClass







Discussion QuestionsDiscussion Questions

- What are your expectations for an interface to Dewey in 
more than one language?

- What features would you like to see?

- What workflows besides cataloging should such a service 
support?
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